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Notes and News
The Handbook of African Languages
WHEN the Institute undertook to produce a Handbook of African languages it embarked
upon a task whose importance was equalled only by its difficulty. The profusion and
diversity of the forms of speech, the numerous groups, some related and others apparently
unrelated to each other, the paucity or absence of reliable data over much of the area,
all make it impossible to construct straightway a complete Handbook worthy of the
name. But it was felt that it was not essential to wait until perfection could be attained,
and that it should be possible to produce a valuable reference book systematically presenting
the known and verified facts. That such a Handbook will reveal gaps in our knowledge
and provide a basis, and an incentive, for further research is an additional reason for prompt
action.

After some three years of planning and preparatory research it has been decided that the
Handbook shall be a cumulative work consisting of two distinct series of publications:
first, a general survey; and second, special studies. The aim of the former is to provide
a comprehensive survey of the linguistic situation over the whole of Africa, exhibiting the
structural characteristics of each linguistic group and the interrelations of the languages
composing it, the distribution of the individual languages, the number of people speaking
them, and their use as administrative, educational, and literary media. Maps and select
bibliographies will be included. The Survey will be in four parts, distributed as follows:
(i) Bantu Africa, with a subsection on the Khoisan languages, to be edited by Dr. Malcolm
Guthrie; (2) West Africa, to be edited by Dr. Westermann; (3) north-eastern Africa, to
be edited by Dr. A. N. Tucker; (4) the Sahara and North Africa, to be edited by Professor
A. Basset. The series of Special Studies will consist of more detailed descriptions of
specific areas and groups of languages. Some of these can only be done after research in
the field, e.g. a survey of the Fulani dialects and an examination of the area where the
Bantu and Sudanic languages meet. Certain others can be put in hand immediately, viz.
the Bantu languages (a) of eastern Africa and (b) of southern Africa; the Kwa languages of
West Africa; the languages of Central Togoland; the Kanuri group of northern Nigeria
and Lake Chad; and the Nilotic languages of East Africa and the Sudan.

Some preliminary brochures have been already, or soon will be, issued. Professor
Clement Doke's Bantu: Modern Grammatical, Phonetical, and Lexicographical Studies since i860
(price 6J\) has been published for the Institute by Percy Lund, Humphries & Co. Dr.
Malcolm Guthrie's Classification of Bantu Languages is in the press. And Miss M. A. Bryan's
The Distribution of the Semitic and Cushitic Languages of Africa (price 4s. 6d.) has now been
published for the Institute by the Oxford University Press. Miss Bryan's book is an outline
only, based on existing information: a fuller study of these languages will be included in
the Handbook. If this series of publications serves to reveal the gaps in our knowledge
and leads to their being filled, and at the same time secures the collaboration of workers
in the areas concerned, its purpose will have been achieved.

'Mine Kafir'
IT is quite understandable that when a heterogeneous mass of men, whose native tongues
are many and diverse, work together they need a common language other than gestures—
particularly when the job is dangerous and lives may depend upon quick mutual compre-
hension. When the present writer visited a gold-mine in Johannesburg he was given a
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precious little book entitled Miner's Companion which is issued by the Prevention of
Accidents Committee of the Rand Mutual Assurance Co. It contains vocabularies and
sentences in four languages—English, Afrikaans, Sotho, and ' Mine Kaffir'—the last
being the common speech. This is of very great interest. Each word and phrase in ' Mine
Kaffir', we are told, has been carefully considered by a sub-committee which included
a number of Boss Boys. The vocabulary is drawn from English, Afrikaans, and various
Bantu languages, and the words are often strangely metamorphosed. ' Hospital' becomes
sibedlele; ' mistake ', masteki; ' order ', odolo; ' loafer ', /ova; ' washers ', amawashar; ' acci-
dent', losmesh (smash); 'shelf', ishelufa. Afrikaans words are similarly transmogrified:
' gomlastiek ' (rubber), gasfcit; ' te betaal' (to pay), batala; ' te mors ' (to waste), mosha.
' Padlock ' is rendered by kiya; ' putties ' by legin; ' power ' by stim; ' push ' by tshova;
' prison ' byjele. Some words bear more than one meaning, e.g. skehm is both ' scoundrel'
and 'misfire'; malt, ' r a te ' , 'wage ' , ' r e e f ; Iqyini, ' s tr ing' , ' l ine ' , 'p i le ' . In this
variety of ' Kitchen Kaffir ' there are naturally a large number of technical mining terms
mostly adapted from English: tshafu, ' shaft'; mtshini, ' rock-drill'; smok, 'compressed
air ' ; stiksayid, ' pillar ' ; loskwer, ' face '; qala lo hoi, ' collar the hole ';jompolo, ' jumper '.
The Bantu concords disappear. Where any prefixes remain they are used quite indiscrimi-
nately: zonke is ' a l l ' whatever noun it may be attached to; so with munye, 'another';
mangaki? 'how many?'; maningi, 'many' ; everything big is rnakulu. Ka is the invariable
genitive particle: lo foloman ka lo sayinete, ' the cyanide works' manager'; lo mlungu ka lo
gesi, ' the electrician'; shap ka lo smit, ' the smith's shop '; lo tshif ka rvena, ' your shift'.
Lo is the article. The personal pronouns are reduced to four: mina, ' I ' ; rvena, ' thou ';
tina, ' we ';jena, ' he ', ' you ', ' they '. ' You will get me into trouble ' is translated yena
faka mina lo trabuj. Sometimes the perfect suffix -He appears but as a rule verbs are used
only in the stem-form. The future and potential are made by means of yazi; yazi fika, ' he
may, can, or will come '. The universal negative is hayi generally used with kona,' here ' :
hayi kona is ' no ' and also ' he must not ' , ' you must not ' , ' he does not ' , ' you do not ' ;
hayi kona vuma, ' he does not agree, he refuses'; hayi kona stim is the equivalent of ' weak';
and yena kona lo lak, 'lucky'. The Miner's Companion has been compiled 'in order to assist
European employees in the early days of their mine employment in overcoming the diffi-
culty of making themselves understood by native labourers'. This seems to imply that
the labourers know the lingo; indeed it is stated that 'Mine Kaffir' is a dialect understood
by the majority of natives on the Witwatersrand gold-mines. It would be interesting to
know how raw recruits acquire it and how long it takes them to do so,

A. Beit Research Fellowship in Southern Rhodesia
O N representations by the Federation of African Welfare Societies in Southern Rhodesia
and with the full support of the Southern Rhodesia Government, the Beit Trustees have
generously agreed to provide the necessary funds for the appointment of a Research Fellow
to undertake economic and social research among Africans in Southern Rhodesia, with
special reference to problems of urbanization. The appointment will be for a period of
three years. The work will be under the guidance and control of the Natal University
College with the assistance of the Federation of African Welfare Societies in Southern
Rhodesia.

VI"" Session du Congres Colonial National en Belgique
SELON une heureuse tradition le Congres Colonial National se reunit tous les cinq ans. Le
dernier congres ayant tenu ses assises a quelques jours pres de l'invasion, fin avril 1940,
le vime congres aurait du avoir lieu regulierement en 1945. Les evenements de la guerre
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